We present the optical luminosity function (LF) of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) estimated from a uniform sample of 58 GRBs from observations with the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment III (ROTSE-III). Our GRB sample is divided into two sub-samples: detected afterglows (18 GRBs), and those with upper limits (40 GRBs). The R band fluxes 100s after the onset of the burst for these two sub-samples are derived. The optical LFs at 100s are fitted by assuming that the co-moving GRB rate traces the star-formation rate. The detection function of ROTSE-III is taken into account during the fitting of the optical LFs by using Monte Carlo simulations. We find that the cumulative distribution of optical emission at 100s is well-described with an exponential rise and power-law decay (ERPLD), broken power-law (BPL), and Schechter LFs. A single power-law (SPL) LF, on the other hand, is ruled out with high confidence.
Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous explosions in the Universe.
Although highly transient, they afford a good laboratory to study astrophysics in extreme conditions. The prompt gamma-ray emission refers to the emission component detected by the gamma-ray detector and is commonly interpreted as emission from internal shocks (e.g., Rees & Mészáros 1994 Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998; Pe'er et al. 2006) or internal magnetic energy dissipation processes (e.g., Usov 1992; Giannios & Spruit 2006; Zhang & Yan 2011) . The prompt emission is often followed by an afterglow that is the multi-wavelength radiation from the external shock produced by interactions between the ejecta from the fireball and the ambient medium (see, e.g., Mészáros 2004 and Gao et al. 2013 for a review).
The identification of the first GRB redshift by Metzger et al. (1997; GRB 970508) revealed the cosmological origin and the vast energy release from GRBs, which allows detection out to extreme distances, e.g., z ∼ 8.2 (Tanvir et al. 2009; Salvaterra et al. 2009 ) and possibly at redshifts as high as ∼ 9.4 (Cucchiara et al. 2011) . However, the transient nature of GRBs means that only a limited number have spectroscopic redshifts. This motivates a search for correlations between GRB luminosity and various observable parameters in order to derive pseudo-redshifts for GRB events without spectroscopic redshifts (e.g., Norris et al. 2000; Lloyd-Ronning et al. 2002; Firmani et al. 2004; Kocevski & Liang 2006; Schmidt 2009 ). There is evidence for potential luminosity evolution in the gamma-ray band (Salvaterra et al. 2012) , but the luminosity function (LF) is strongly dependent upon the instrumental detection function, and this complicates the interpretation of the results.
Following the identification of the first optical counterpart of a GRB in 1997 February -6 -have been carried out, resulting in our understanding of the general features of the light curve. Dai et al. (2009) compared the cumulative distributions of peak gamma-ray photon fluxes and showed that Swift and BATSE samples come from the same parent population of bursts. Morphological studies of light curves based on statistical analyses of large samples indicate that there are several emission components in the optical afterglow (e.g., Liang & Zhang 2006; Panaitescu & Vestrand 2008 Kann et al. 2010; . Two universal tracks of the late optical luminosity light curves have been found (e.g., Nardini et al. 2006 , Kann et al. 2006 . Kann et al. (2010 Kann et al. ( , 2011 ) compared optical light curves of different types of GRBs in the pre-Swift and Swift eras to study the distribution of early luminosities at 43.2 seconds in the bursts' rest frame, with known redshifts and host-galaxy extinctions.
They found that the luminosity distribution can be approximated by three Gaussians.
Typical features of GRB OA light curves comprise an early bump and plateau components (Panaitescu & Vestrand 2008 Li et al. 2012; Liang et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013 ). Wang et al. (2013) found that a single power-law provides good description of the LF at 10 3 s. Most of the optical data for these studies, however, were collected from inhomogeneous observations with different instruments. Another issue is that optical observations often only start after the end of prompt gamma-ray emission. The optical LF of GRB afterglows is therefore poorly known since no complete sample within a given threshold is available.
The detection of an optical counterpart of a GRB depends on the instrument, exposure time, observation epoch, etc. Therefore, a homogeneous data set from a single instrument, e.g., the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment III (ROTSE-III) in this work, can reduce these uncertainties. An analysis of early (e.g., at 100s) and homogeneous data after the onset of the burst is desirable to facilitate the interpretation of GRBs' optical LF.
Although the Swift satellite has led to an increase in the number of GRBs with good redshift determinations, the sample is still not sufficiently large to directly measure the LF, and is affected by various biases. Since long GRBs are associated with the death of massive stars, the assumption that GRB rate traces the star-formation rate (SFR) has been used by many studies to constrain the GRB LF (e.g., Lamb & Reichart 2000; Choudhury & Srianand 2002; Natarajan et al. 2005; Daigne et al. 2006) . Following this methodology, and assuming the most recent SFR determinations, we derive the optical LF of GRBs by fitting the observed ROTSE-III flux distributions at 100s after the prompt gamma-ray emission.
This allows us to construct the optical LF of GRBs without needing to know their redshifts.
The assumption we make is that the global rate of GRB OAs is proportional to the SFR and LF.
In this paper, we take advantage of the large sample of GRBs observed by ROTSE-III to explore the shape of the optical LF at early emission phases. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present our GRB sample and the method we used to reproduce the flux distribution of the GRBs; our results are described in section 3; and section 4 concludes with a discussion. In this paper, we adopt Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
Observational data and Methodology
ROTSE-III is a network of four identical 0.45-m telescopes distributed around the world to promptly observe OA of GRBs (Akerlof et al. 2003) . We use a sample of ROTSE-III data to derive the GRB optical LF. The observed GRB OA rate is assumed to be a convolution of the optical LF with the cosmic GRB rate history. Since the intrinsic LF shape is affected by the instrumental sensitivity, we use simulations to determine this effect.
ROTSE-III Observations
We selected our sample of GRBs from ROTSE-III observations between 2005 February and 2011 July. For uniformity, we defined an epoch for brightness measurement to be 100s after the burst (with an equivalent exposure time of 5s). A non-detection, namely a 3σ
upper limit measurement, is also considered if it meets the following two criteria. First, we only consider GRBs that were triggered by the Swift satellite, in order to have a uniform solid angle of sky coverage (see Section 2.2 below). Second, the GRB must have ROTSE-III observations both before and after 100s, thereby allowing an interpolation to 100s. We have not included GRB 080319B, the naked-eye GRB, which was observed under inclement conditions with CCD condensation (Swan et al. 2008) . For upper-limit measurements, we used a transformation factor to allow for different exposure times. Since most of the upper-limit measurements were with an exposure of 5s, we normalized all the longer exposure times (either 20s or 60s) to 5s exposures. Some GRBs have optical detections in exposures longer than 5s, but their observed magnitudes are fainter than the equivalent 5s limiting magnitude of the instrument (e.g., GRB050401; 8 GRBs in total, which are marked with stars in Table 1 ). These bursts are considered to be non-detections for the purpose of optical LF construction.
Our final sample consists of 58 GRBs with 18 detections and 40 upper-limit measurements. Some of the detections have been published earlier (Yost et al., 2007a,b; Rykoff et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2008; Yuan 2010) . For unpublished data, we use the ROTSE-III photometry package (RPHOT; Rykoff et al. 2009 ) to perform PSF photometry.
Since all the ROTSE-III observations were taken unfiltered, and the response of the instrument is approximately the R C band (Rykoff et al. 2009 ), we adopt R C as our bandpass for photometry.
We take into account and make corrections for extinction in both our Galaxy and the GRB's host galaxy. Galactic extinction (A V ) is corrected for using the values given by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) as listed in Table (1) . We transform the value of A V to A R by applying an average extinction law (Cardelli et al. 1989 ). GRB 110625A is located in a region with very high extinction, A V = 30.29 (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) , making it difficult to give any constraints on the LF based on this burst, which was therefore excluded from our non-detection sample. For the host galaxy extinction, we adopt a mean value of A V = 0.2 (Kann et al. 2010 ). We did not consider the uncertainties involved in assuming a mean A V , including the effects of redshift and the change of attenuation law, since it is difficult to quantify the exact values of these effects. Finally, we corrected the flux from the observer frame to the cosmological rest frame with F (ν, t) = κF obs (ν, t), where
is the flux in the observer frame. The parameter κ is defined by κ = (1 + z) Table 1 . * These bursts were moved to the upper-limit sample from the detected sample based on the 5s limiting magnitude of the instrument.
Optical Luminosity Functions
The observed rate of GRB OAs with peak fluxes between F 1 and F 2 is
where the factor (1 + z) −1 is a result of cosmological time dilation, and the parameter ∆Ω=1.4 sr is the solid angle covered on the sky by Swift (Salvaterra & Chincarini 2007; we only consider GRBs that are triggered by Swift), and dV (z)/dz is the co-moving volume element. The co-moving GRB formation rate is assumed to trace the cosmic SFR as
where the factor k is a constant. The SFR, R SFR (z), in units of M ⊙ Mpc −3 yr −1 , is parameterized following Hopkins & Beacom (2006) as 
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The maximum redshift z max is determined by the Lyman α absorption of the emission in R band.
In this work, we compare the beaming-convolved LF of GRBs Φ(L) with four model functions:
(1) a single power law (SPL):
(2) a broken power law (BPL):
(3) an exponential rise and power-law decay function (ERPLD):
(4) and a Schechter function:
where α L and L * are parameters determined by fitting the observational data.
The observed rate of GRB OAs is governed by the LF Φ(L) and the GRB formation rate R GRB (z) based on fitted parameters including the factor k, α L and L * . The constant k can be removed by normalizing the cumulative flux distribution of GRBs to N(F min , F max ) as
We search for the best model parameters by evaluating the consistency between the cumulative flux distribution of the observed and expected GRBs with the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. In this test, the maximum value of the absolute difference between two cumulative distribution functions, D-stat, is evaluated with a significance level Prob. A larger value of Prob indicates a better consistency. A value of Prob > 0.1 is generally acceptable to claim statistical consistency, while a value of Prob < 10 −4 rejects the hypothesis of the consistency at high confidence.
ROTSE-III Sensitivity Function
In order to correct our observed LF for instrumental effects, we performed a simulation based on the number count distribution of the 40 GRBs in our upper-limit sample to reconstruct the detection function (i.e., the sensitivity function) of ROTSE-III. The simulation is a four-step process as follows. First, we construct a histogram of the flux limit from the 40 GRB limits. Second, a smoothed broken power-law (SBPL) is used to fit this histogram in the observed flux interval,
where the parameter N 0 is a normalization factor, the parameter f b is the flux at the break point of the SBPL, parameters α 1 and α 2 are two power-law indices, and parameter ω describes the sharpness of the break. The larger the value of the parameter ω, the sharper the break in the SBPL function. Third, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation (n = 1000) based on the best-fitting SBPL function. The cumulative distribution of the simulated magnitude limits approximates the actual detection function of the instrument. Finally, the model fitting for this cumulative distribution is applied to find the intrinsic LF of the upper-limit sample. A similar simulation for the 18 GRBs in the detected sample is used to reconstruct the detected magnitude distribution. Combining the simulations of the limit and detected sub-samples, a simulated "combined" sample is then applied to constrain the LF obtained from ROTSE-III. the sharpness factor ω, and the power-law indices α 1 and α 2 of SBPL, as described in Equation (10), are presented in Table 2 . The null hypothesis for the two groups, i.e., that the data from the observations obtained with ROTSE-III is from the same population as the simulations, is tested using a K-S test. The maximum distance between the two groups' cumulative probability functions is D-stat = 0.28, 0.19 with significance levels Prob=0.09, 0.12, respectively. This indicates that one cannot reject the null hypothesis (a common origin of the two samples) at the 5% significance level, which gives confidence that the simulation based on the best fittings is appropriate in the case that the number of data points may not be large enough to construct the detection function of the instrument. The difference between the detection and limit sub-samples highlights the necessity to consider the detection function in the study of the GRB optical LF. Considering that the significance level Prob is also a function of the number of data points, we calculate the value of Prob assuming a simulated number of 100 data points-not the number for the best fitting selection-in order to compare with the observed data. That is,
Results
the Prob values do not always correspond to confidence levels and we could not use this value as the standard to select the best fits.
From Table 3 , we find that the values of D-stat are smaller for the "combined (simulated)" sample (including 1000 detection simulations and 1000 upper-limit simulations) than those for the other two samples, including the "obs", data as observed by ROTSE-III, and the"limit (simulated)", the simulated sensitivity function based on the modeled LF excluding the SPL model. This again implies that it is necessary to consider the sensitivity function of an instrument in studying the optical LF of GRBs. For each data sample, the SPL (Eq. 5) LF has the largest value of D-stat among all the LF models, 0.26 for the "obs" sample, 0.40 for the "limited (simulated)" sample, and 0.41 for the "combined (simulated)" sample. This can also be seen from Figure 2 , where the SPL model (dashed line) has the largest deviation from the "obs" data and simulated data (stepped line). We also find that the fits are insensitive to the values of L * for all the samples. For example, fits are insensitive to values of L * from 2 to 32 for the "combined (simulated)" sample. 
Discussion and Conclusions
We construct the optical LFs of GRBs at 100s after the burst onset and study their functional form. The sensitivity function of the instrument is carefully considered with simulations, and we find it is necessary to take it into account for the study of the LFs of GRBs. We have found that an ERPLD, BPL or Schechter function is suitable model for the optical LF of GRBs observed by ROTSE III at 100s. An SPL functional form is excluded as the optical LF based on our GRB sample with high confidence.
We interpret the parameter k in our sample as the ratio of GRBs detected by ROTSE-III in the field-of-view of Swift, to all the bursts happening throughout the sky during the Swift observation time. It is, however, difficult to determine the value of k; in the particular case of our study, the K-S test helps eliminate this parameter when finding the best fits, by normalizing the cumulative flux distribution of GRBs. An internal shock could produce the emission at the prompt phase and an external shock (reverse shock/forward shock) is thought to be a good candidate for the emission in the afterglow phase. However, the physical reason for the curved LF remains unclear. Kann et al. (2010) interpreted the three-Gaussian luminosity distribution as the existence of three "classes" of GRBs. It might be possible that the emission at 100s in our work originates from internal processes since they are earlier than those from the afterglow phase.
The optical luminosity was found to increase with increasing prompt energy release (Nysewander et al. 2009 , Kann et al. 2010 , similarly to the X-ray luminosity (e.g., Kouveliotou et al. 2004; Liang & Zhang 2006; Amati et al. 2007; Gehrels et al. 2008 ). The sitive to values of L * from 2 to 32 for the "combined (simulated)" sample.
plot of the optical luminosity L opt at 100s after the burst onset versus the isotropic energy E iso,bol radiated during the prompt phase of our sample is studied here to compare with previous work. There does not seem to be any trend of luminosity L opt to energy E iso,bol in our sample, as shown in Figure 3 . The redshifts of GRBs in our sample were taken from Jochen Greiner's Table  1 . For GRB 110726A, the redshift of 1.036 is based on the only detected absorption line, whereas the upper limit of 2.7 is based on the non-detection of Lyman alpha; we adopt z = 1.036 as its redshift. For the bursts without redshift measurements (21 GRBs in our sample), we assume redshifts of z = 2 for the calculation of the luminosity distance of the bursts since the mean redshift of Swift GRBs has been shown to be close to 2 (e.g., Fynbo et al. 2009 ). The isotropic bolometric energies E iso,bol released during the prompt phase of some GRBs in our sample have been calculated by Kann et al. (2010 Kann et al. ( , 2011 . For the bursts not included in the work of Kann et al. (2010 Kann et al. ( , 2011 , we calculated the values E iso,bol based on Butler's analysis 2 (Butler et al. 2007 ) and the GCN report 3 .
Rapid follow-up observations in the optical are critical to understand the physical processes of GRBs. There are quite a few small robotic telescopes, in addition to ROTSE-III, that have been built and installed around the world in order to rapidly search for GRB optical counterparts, e.g., GROCSE (Park et al. 1997 GRBs.
